Uncertainty in Photovoltaic performance parameters – dependence on location and material
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ABSTRACT

When considering the system yield, one needs to know the uncertainty in key parameters for the annual yield in order to determine the confidence limit. This requires a consideration not only of the instrumentation but also of the operating environment. The importance of this is demonstrated by carrying out an uncertainty analysis for different locations, technologies and instrumentations. The accuracy of the key parameters is determined with regards to whether the uncertainty margins allow meeting contractual obligations for guarantees of results. It is shown that different operating environments have different boundaries. The main uncertainty is in the irradiance which ranges from 0.6-1.5% and filters into the PR with up to 6% for northern Europe (Site 1).

1. INTRODUCTION

The energy yield ($Y_{PV}$) of PV modules is the key parameter for assessing the economic viability of installations but it requires being put into the context of long term meteorological datasets. The most crucial performance indicator is thus the performance ratio ($PR^1$), which is affected by electrical as well as meteorological uncertainties. These uncertainties add to any deviation from the expected energy production and thus are crucial to be considered. They are commonly quoted as the combined uncertainty or the expanded uncertainty – quantities generally derived via a Type B error analysis [1] from manufacturer data at standard test conditions (STC). This is idealized because at low signal strengths signal-independent offset errors and resolution result in a deterioration of uncertainty. Hence, equal systems will show different uncertainties depending on their measurement environment. Typical achievable uncertainties are investigated for common instrumentations in this paper. The uncertainties are then calculated using information on measurement uncertainties of three systems representing two research systems and a typical system instrumentation. First, the uncertainties of irradiance and maximum power point power ($P_{MP}$) are calculated for each data point and then propagated through to the key performance parameters via worst-case scenario error estimation.

2. THE PV MODEL

A computer routine for IV curve simulation and MPP extraction was set up using a single diode model with parameters fitted for modules installed at CREST (see [2] for the calculation models used). It was attempted to model two realistic modules by adjusting the number of cells in series and module area without considering interconnection losses. The STC ratings were chosen to be 65.52Wp for a 6.45% efficient Module 1 and 185.82Wp for a 14.87% efficient Module 2. Furthermore, three sets of environmental data were selected to represent a variety of measurement environments: Site 1 with 750kWh/m², Site 2 with 980 kWh/m² and Site 3 with 1350kWh/m² annual irradiation respectively.

3. ERROR ANALYSIS

The three chosen error scenarios are listed in Table 1. Instrumentation 1 and 2 represent two research grade instrumentations and Instrumentation 3 a typical installation. The uncertainties for the first two were calculated from Type B root square sum (RSS) error analyses from manufacturer datasheets in accordance with [1] while the uncertainties for Instrumentation 3 are based on commercially available monitoring systems. From these uncertainties the uncertainties in

- maximum power $P_{MP}$
- electrical energy yield: $Y_{PV} = \sum (P_{MP})$
- solar energy yield in plane of array: $Y_{SOL} = \sum (G_{POA})$
- real efficiency $\eta_{rel} = Y_{PV}/(Y_{SOL} \cdot A)$
- performance ratio $PR = \eta_{rel}/\eta_{STC}$

were calculated for each point of the dataset by simply adding absolute errors for sums and relative errors for fractions producing worst-case estimates independently of correlations [3]. The error of the STC efficiency was assumed to be 2%. The uncertainty analysis in the present work focuses solely on the measurement side, i.e. uncertainties arising from the instrumentation and maximum power point extraction, whereas uncertainties arising from IV modeling were not considered.

---

1 The PR is defined here as the ratio of real measured long term efficiency to STC efficiency.
4. RESULTS

The uncertainties of the energy yields vary with location and instrumentation. Figure 1 shows the dependence of the uncertainties of the annual PR for the different sites and instrumentations Module 1. The highest PR uncertainties are to be found for Instrumentation 1 with minima ranging from 0.6% for PV energy yield uncertainties to 1% for real efficiency uncertainties up to 3% for PR uncertainties. While Instrumentation 3 features up to 10 times higher signal-dependent uncertainties the impact on PR uncertainty remains overall lower and less affected by location due to lower offsets. Since \( u(Y_{\text{PV}}) \) and \( u(Y_{\text{POA}}) \) were calculated as the sums of absolute uncertainties for each measurement point of \( G_{\text{POA}} \) and \( P_{\text{MP}} \) an offset component will become more significant where uncertainties would otherwise have been small. Hence, Instrumentation 1 will show the highest uncertainty levels at Site 1 (see Figure 1). Also, Instrumentation 2 with the lowest measurement offsets is therefore least affected by location – here PR uncertainties range from 2.15% to 2.25%.

The overall PR uncertainties are generally smaller for Module 2. However, the difference in \( Y_{\text{PV}} \) uncertainty between the two modules is most apparent at Site 3 throughout the year (0.0381%) with an increase during summer time.

5. CONCLUSIONS

It could be shown that the influence of measurement uncertainties on the system performance figures are dominated mainly by the measurement offset error component. Typical system instrumentation results in an annual PR uncertainty greater than 3%. The effect of location is apparent and contributes almost one percent to the PR at Site 1 with Instrumentation 1 for a low efficiency PV module (Module 1). Hence, it is suggested to take great care in reducing systematic errors and to account for systematic offset errors properly when quoting performance indices.
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